WRITING A REVIEW FOR A BUSINESS
If a company has claimed their profile on choose to write a review on Trustpilot, the.

Why not do the same for them? However, some businesses take it a step further by having consumers post
fake online reviews or paying bloggers to complete this work for them. There may be extenuating
circumstances you were unaware of. Applicable Laws Issues regarding fake reviews are primarily handled at
the state level with the application of state statutes or common law. Reviews Millions of job seekers rely on
Glassdoor's reviews and other user-submitted content to find jobs and companies they love. Do you read or
trust reviews that you've read? It goes without saying, but customers will trust the products with the most
favorable reviews. If, for instance, you're evaluating a catering company, some of the categories to address
would be price, presentation and delivery and the quality, taste and freshness of the food. We do have rules
about what should and shouldn't be included when you write a review on Trustpilot, but to get you started,
here's an infographic that summarizes the main points: Provide useful, constructive feedback A good review
includes enough detail to give others a feel for what happened. If you're evaluating a consulting business, the
categories would relate to the scope and diversity of services, fee schedules, time frames, expertise of staff,
quality of work product and results. For instance, if you're a picky gourmet who typically dines at upscale
eateries, you're probably not going to be enamored with a family friendly restaurant whose waiters wear clown
costumes. Instead, discuss the experience you had, and omit individual names. The writing can be in a friendly
format not academic. Reasoning for Fake Reviews Businesses may implant fake reviews in order to influence
consumers to purchase their products. If you can stand behind your words though, it helps. Simply explain
what took place and leave it to readers of your review to draw their own conclusions. For this reason,
businesses need to encourage more good online reviews, and people need to write them. What the company
and customers want is honest reviews about what happened when you used the product. If you've just had a
stellar experience with a Fortune company and you're about to review a mom-and-pop shop that opened its
doors only 3 weeks ago, you can't measure the latter against the same expectations that were met by a business
that has been serving its constituency for 3 decades. Ideally, you should enter into each scenario with an
objective and enthusiastic attitude. We would suggest you first to break up your review into a few parts:
Introduction In this part you will talk about the product: What is it? Your content should be related to jobs you
have held or interviews you have had within the last five years so it's relevant to today's job seeker.
Additionally, the company can contact the review site directly to ask for its assistance in removing suspected
reviews. It can be tempting to praise a specific server at a restaurant by telling everyone on Yelp who they are,
or to blast an apartment manager on Apartment Ratings by telling others to "look out for so-and-so," but
ultimately it makes your review less useful, even if it's more bombastic. Websites such as Yelp. For example,
windy weather makes you grumpy, the business owner's first name is the same as your ex-husband who's
always late on alimony payments, or the business took over an older business that you were fiercely loyal to.
This might also mean that the company in question will be more willing to engage with you to address the
problem. It also helps companies grow their following and brand awareness. There is a special team dedicated
to that. A high number of positive reviews will help people discover it more quickly. If you need to take some
time away from the keyboard to really organize your thoughts and think about your experience from multiple
sides of the issue, take it. Reviews generally seem more credible when bad or constructive points are included.
Attorney advertisements may have to include certain disclaimers regarding their services and the content in the
advertisement. Most people will not want to write a novel about a product even if they do love it. I wasn't
expecting a line, but I definitely got one. This is not, however, a good reason to criticize the entire venue. For
example, if you are reviewing a face mask that sold on AliExpress , you should include things like how it
made your skin feel, did you have reactions to it, etc. Additionally, many search engine optimization processes
will rank businesses higher when they have more positive reviews.

